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Though it seems probable that pura, kura, *gura> ura,
fir. correspond to some distinct social levels it is not easy
to define to which families of languages do these forms
belong. Professor Sylvain Levi has thus written about
koura : " One is inclined to connect the final °koura in
Hippokoura with °kourai, which seems to be a plural form,
in the name Sosikourai (VII, 1, 10), which certainly
corresponds to Tuticorin ; here kourai is without any
doubt the equivalent of the Tamil word kudi—place of
habitation, town—(cf. the texts ; s.v. Tuticorin in Hobson-
Jobson of Yule and Burnell). But the identity kura=
kourai is very doubtful." (Notes Indienness, p. 57.)
Let us observe that the final —ai is not certain. Some
MSS. give °oureri, °owri, °ouroi, etc., and M. Renou, who
for the first part of the word has too hastily accepted
the reading Mosi?, might have had even good reason to
adopt the reading °kouri for the second part of the
word—a fonn Very near to Tamil kodi " town/* Besides
Ptolemy mentions a town Prokouri and a market place
Tarakori (VII, 4, 6 and 7) in Taprobane. I presume that
names of this type should also be connected with Tamil
kudi and modern Tuticorin. The existence of forms like
kudi, uru, ura9 ur in Dravidian can explain modern
names like Tuticorin, Travancore, Cannanore, etc. ; but
there is nothing to prove that these forms are properly
Dravidian. The words which mean " town" being
essentially words pertaining to a civilisation are always
suspected to have been borrowed by the less advanced
people from their neighbours. It is therefore necessary to
examine if other non-Aryan languages of India contain
anything of that kind.
In the Munda languages we have the following words
for village (cf. Ling. Surv. Ind., IV, pp. 272-5) :

